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FOCO FIRE BRIGADE ROPES 

 
 
LOWERING LINE to BSS 3367.1980 in 16mm dia. matt 16-plait Polyester, whipped one end, running eye 
other end and with 1.6 metre leg with running eye on free end, spliced 1.5 metre from the end with 1.5 
metre leg marked by Turk’s Head with Dickinson splice.  Length either 40 metre or 36 metres. 
 
LOWERING LINE to BSS 3367.1980 in 16mm dia. 3-strand Polyester, whipped one end, running eye the 
other end and 1.6 metre leg running eye on free end, spliced 1.5 metre from the end with 1.5 metre leg 
marked by Turk’s Head.  Length either 40 metres or 36 metres. 
 
RESCUE LINE to BSS 3367.1980 16mm dia. 16-plait Polyester, whipped one end and thimble spliced 
other end with Dickinson splice.  Length 67 metres. 
 
RESCUE LINE to BSS 3367.1980 in 16mm 3-strand Polyester, whipped one end and thimble spliced the 
other end.  Length 67 metres. 
 
TAIL LINE to BSS 3367.1980 in 12mm 3-strand standard Polyester rope with Nylon thimble spliced one 
end (tapered splice), other end whipped for 25mm.  Length 6 metres. 
 
GUY LINE to BSS 3367.1980 in 6mm dia. 8-plait Polyester, whipped one end and thimble seized the 
other end.  Length 40 metres. 
 
BELT LINE in 6mm dia. pre-stretched 3-strand or plaited Polyester, whipped one end, 0.1 metre soft eye 
spliced other end made up in a hank.  Length 3 metres. 
 
BA GUIDE LINE to Home Office Drawing January 1977, with soft eyes sewn and whipped each end and 
small snaphook fitted in one end.   Marked at 2.4 metre and 1.8 metre intervals with synthetic cord.   
2 tallies marked A and B supplied.  In 6mm 8-plait Polyester rope.  Length 60 metres. 
 
BA PERSONAL LINE in 4mm 8-plait Polyester.  Hook to FSC30/1963 talurit clamped one end, small hook 
talurit clamped other end.  Stainless Steel D ring seized on rope 1.2 metres from clamp on FSC hook end.  
Length 6 metres. 
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